Professional resource cost of body CT examinations: analysis of interpretation costs in different patient populations.
To study professional cost and cost drivers in body computed tomography (CT), and to compare the professional cost associated with similar CT studies performed on patients with dissimilar diseases. A time and motion study was undertaken to measure the allocation of physician time in body CT. The hourly cost of radiologists' clinical practice was calculated. The physician cost associated with individual CT patients was then calculated according to the amount of time radiologists devoted to each patient. Technical costs and hospital overhead were not included. The hourly cost of the clinical practice of attending radiologists, cross-sectional imaging fellows, and senior radiology residents was $293, $35, and $35 respectively. The average professional cost for CT examination of an abdominal pain patient with abdominal and pelvic imaging was $63. The average professional cost for CT examination of an oncology patient with abdominal and pelvic imaging was $90. The cost per relative value unit (RVU) was $25 for abdominal pain patients and $35 for oncology patients. Similar CT studies performed on patients with dissimilar diseases result in differing professional costs.